In the beginning, when the Power of God took the form of Light, it also took the form of Darkness. Whenever it was Light, it was Darkness, too. The two always went together. At first, however, God’s power was too dazzled by its Light to notice its Darkness.

The Power of God was so busy making patterns and designs and turning itself into colors, it had not realized no one could see its creations without the Darkness that was always behind and under and around all the brightness of the Light. The Light decided to find out more about being Darkness.

Years later, a child’s parents said, “Time to go to bed.” The child said, “I can’t go yet because I need a drink of water.” But do you know why that child really didn’t want to go to bed? The child’s parents said, “OK, one quick drink, then off to bed.” And the parents gave one more hug and turned off the light.

Lying in bed, the child said, “I don’t like this darkness. Why can’t it always be light? Why is there darkness, anyway?”

The Power of God that was Darkness heard the child, and answered, “Once upon a time I wondered about that, too, and now I think I understand. I could tell you some of my ideas. But first, tell me what you don’t like about my darkness.”

“Well,” said the child, “I can’t see anything.”

“Yes, in one way that’s true,” replied the Great Darkness. “You can’t see things like your toys or your bed, but you can see with your inner eye because those other things aren’t getting in the way. You can see in your mind and your spirit, the kinds of things we see in our dreams.”

“Sometimes the things I see that way are scary.”
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“Yes, sometimes they are. But when we know the things that scare us, we can understand them better, and we aren’t so afraid of them. My Darkness gives you a chance to grow stronger and braver in your dreams. And, of course, some dreams are fun or wonderful, too.”

“I know,” said the child, remembering one very good dream. “But there’s another thing I don’t like about your Darkness. If I have to get up I might bump into something and hurt myself.”

“Well,” said the Great Darkness, “nighttime is for resting and not moving. You use up a lot of your power and energy in the daylight. You need the quiet time of the night to create more energy. That’s when you grow. You know how bulbs and seeds need to snuggle into the darkness of the earth before they can grow. You know how baby animals grow in the darkness of eggs or their mothers’ wombs before they can be born.”

“But when I’m in the dark, sometimes I feel all alone,” the child said.

“Yes, sometimes we do feel alone, but the people you love are really quite near you, just in the next room,” comforted God. “And I am always with you. Darkness is just one of my many forms.”

“Yes, sometimes we do feel alone, but the people you love are really quite near you, just in the next room,” comforted God. “And I am always with you. Darkness is just one of my many forms.”

“Well, I guess there is something good about darkness,” yawned the child, turning over and curling up like a baby in the dark of its mother’s womb. “At least you don’t seem too scary when I’m talking to you like this.” Then the child’s eyes closed and the Darkness that was one of the forms of God wrapped itself very carefully and gently around the child. And within the mystery of that Darkness, something new and wonderful began.

Adapted with permission from a story in Hide and Seek with God by Mary Ann Moore.

Have you ever felt afraid of the dark? It’s natural to feel disoriented, even scared, when you cannot see as you can in daylight. But darkness has its own beauty and purpose. We, and all of nature, need time without light to rest and to grow. In the darkness, we can look inside ourselves and sometimes see ourselves and our world in new ways.

Sacred Rest

Many religions designate times for pure rest. In Jewish tradition, the Sabbath begins at sundown every Friday evening and calls for a complete, 24-hour break from all work. Sunday is the Sabbath for most Christian denominations, Saturday for some. Some say the Sabbath is a time to do whatever you truly feel called to do, and nothing you feel you “should” do.

Darkness Is for Questions

The stars are always in the sky, but you can only see them clearly when it is dark outside. Go to an outdoor place at night, with stars your only light—someplace like a rocky mountaintop, a vast field, or the shore of an ocean. Try to feel a big, open darkness all around you. Think of the biggest questions you can and let them fill that space. You can even shout them into the air:

How did life begin?
Why is each person unique?
How will I know my calling in life?

Then listen. Darkness has a mysterious way of offering special answers.
Nighttime dreams can be silly, confusing, or realistic. Some play in your head like a long movie with scenes and characters and a complicated plot. If you remember a dream in the morning, it may have a message for you or a solution to a real, daytime problem. Sometimes we vividly recall a dream that seems to have no meaning at all.

Goodnight, Koala!
Nature’s contenders for “world’s sleepiest animal” include the koala, which sleeps up to 22 hours a day, and the sloth, which holds 2nd place at 20 hours a day. Armadillos, squirrels, and cats—including the lion—are some other sleepy animals. A giraffe sleeps less than two hours a day, and can sleep either standing or lying down.

Did you ever wake up in the night from a scary dream? Here’s what you can do: Take slow, deep breaths until you know you are awake and the dream happened only in your head, not in real life. It helps to turn on a light. Then you can:

- Write a story about your dream with a happy ending
- Draw a picture of the dream
- Tell your dream to a parent or another adult you trust

All that you need for a deep and comforting peace to grow lies within you. Once it is in your heart let it spread into your life, let it pour from your life into the world — and once it is in the world, let it shine upon all beings.

— The Rev. Angela Herrera
### Make the Dark Your Friend

Adults, as well as children, become afraid in the dark. The night awakens imagination, which can play with our knowledge of the world’s real dangers. A child may be satisfied with a search in closets and under beds to prove no monsters lurk. But an adult may need to face their own “monsters” that come forth in the night.

Embrace the opportunity: If darkness makes you anxious, find a way in. Night’s quiet emptiness nurtures self-examination impossible in the bright, busy daytime. Breathe into any worries or regrets you are holding. Acknowledging them may free you to burrow into the rest you need.

While some adults truly fear an unlit bedroom at night, many more fear metaphoric darkness—unlit aspects of our lives that cause us despair or confusion. Indeed, our future is not known, but we need not resist acquaintance with our own unanswerable questions. We can sit with them in the dark.

Mark Tyrrell, a therapist who blogs at uncommonhelp.me, suggests: “Reframe your idea of darkness.” Tyrrell trained a fearful client to wean herself from the light and use relaxation techniques at bedtime. The client found a new relationship with the night: “Now when I think about the dark, it feels like a friend, no longer the prowling enemy. It feels cozy; a wonderful velvety blanket of comforting rest time in which it doesn’t matter what I look like, what others think. A time into which I can escape and relish deep privacy.”

At night, or in your life, can you make the absence of light your friend?

---

**True darkness is the … rebuilding process, by which the universe strengthens itself. It is the time when the hidden forces of nature are busy regrouping. When there is darkness, life force is regaining its integrity, so that at the proper season it will reemerge and produce growth and revival.**

—Rabbi Steven Fisdel